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 Awesome Bloss’ems 

Plant a seed and grow your very own doll with Awesome 
Bloss’ems: the fierce floral collectible dolls! You’ll find 
everything you need to bring your surprise awesome doll 
to life when you open the decorative flowerpot: an 
Awesome Bloss’ems seed, sparkle soil and a leaf watering 
spoon! Each Awesome Bloss’ems doll wears a fabulous 
detailed outfit with a beautiful blossom on 
her head that smells sweet, like flowers. Place the colorful 
seed into the pot and cover it with the sparkle soil. Make a 
wish and add about five leaf-spoons of water, then watch 
as your doll starts to sprout from the soil – the flower 
on her head will hint at which character is blooming! 
With 26 Awesome Bloss’ems to collect from five different 
themes, you can collect rares, super rares, or even an 
ultra-rare doll with a real diamond tiara!  

 

     MSRP: $6.99 
     Age: 5+ 
     Availability: Now 

 
 
  Cool Maker™ Go Glam Nail Stamper 
      
 Cool Maker™ Go Glam™ Nail Stamper is the ultimate at-home 

nail kit to easily stamp and style custom manicures in minutes! 
With 5 patterns and unique nail polish colors to choose from, 
kids can mix and match to decorate 125 nails of any size. The 
revolutionary nail polish formula is completely non-toxic and 
kid-safe. Put the OMG in DIY with your trendy new manicure 
from Go Glam! #GoGlamGoals! 

 
MSRP: $24.99 (USD)  
Age: 8+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 
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Cool Maker™ Go Glam Nail Pattern Pack 

Decorate 25 more nails with the beautiful 
assortment of new colors and patterns for you 
to mix and match your manicure. With 4 
themes to choose from - Blossom Blush, 
Midnight Glow, Tropic Twist, and Sweet Spell. 
Pack includes 1 design cartridge and 1 base 
coat. 

MSRP: $4.99 (USD) 
Age: 8+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 

Cool Maker™ Go Glam Nail Pattern Fashion 
Packs 

Mix and match your nails with the fashion pack 
assortments of new colors and patterns. With 2 
themes to choose from - Day Dream and Love 
Story. Pack includes 2 design cartridges, 1 base 
coat, and 1 top coat to design 50 nails! 

MSRP: $9.99 (USD) 
Age: 8+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 

 

Twisty Petz Single Pack & Three Pack 

 
Twisty Petz™ are the gem bracelets that transform into 
adorable, collectible animals! With two twists, your favorite 
bracelet becomes your favorite pet, super cute from nose to 
tail. With Series 3, collect over 70 all new adorable animals 
including new finishes like Water Glitter & Pom Pom! And new 
animals like Sloths, Otters & Snow Leopards! There are many 
cool new animals to collect including Limited Edition pets with 
sparkly, scented Lip Gloss exclusive in the three pack!  

1pk MSRP: $5.99 (USD)  
3pk MSRP: $14.99 (USD)  
Age: 4+ 
Availability: Now 
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Twisty Cuddlez 

Introducing a new soft & cuddly spin on Twisty Petz™! Twisty 
Cuddlez are plush pets with a secret twist! Simply pull the head 
and tail to transform your cuddly pet into a fashionable scarf! 
With 4 different animals to collect including Unicorns & Kitties, 
there are so many twistable, wearable styles to create!  
MSRP: $12.99 (USD)  
Age: 4+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 
 

Twisty Petz Enchanted Jewelry Tree 

Now you can display, hang & play with all your beautiful Twisty 
Petz™ on the Enchanted Jewelry Tree! Place your pets in the 
sparkly cubbies, hang them in bracelet form from the branches 
or wrap them around the tree trunk – there are over 30 places 
to display your pets! There’s even a place to display your Twisty 
Petz™ babies and charms! Includes one exclusive crystal 
iridescent Unicorn! 

MSRP: $19.99 (USD)  
Age: 4+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 

 

Juno My Baby Elephant  
 

This animated baby elephant is super cute with an animated 
trunk that allows Juno to kiss, pick things up, make adorable 
trumpet sounds, and even perform special trunk tricks like 
helicopter. Give Juno her peanut and toy mouse accessories 
(included), and she will interact and play with them. With 
intuitive learning capabilities, Juno will grow from shy to silly 
through touch and play. Love for Juno begins the moment you 
unbox her with her lifelike surprises, play, and nurturing. Juno’s 
big animated personality makes her the perfect best friend.  

MSRP: $99.99 (USD) 
Age: 5+  
Availability: Fall 2019 
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Dragamonz 1pk  

Smash, collect and battle with Dragamonz! In this epic 
collectible and trading card game’s Dragon 1-Pack, you’ll find 
one Dragamonz figure in-egg, one dragon card and an 
assortment of five battle cards. Smash open the uniquely 
sculpted egg to reveal your mystery Dragamonz figure hidden 
inside! With over 70 Dragamonz figures to collect, including the 
coveted Rare Mystics and Legendary Mystics, you can build your 
very own powerful dragon army.  

MSRP: $3.99 (USD) 
Age: 5+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 

 

 

 

Dragamonz Multipack 

Smash into battle with the Dragamonz Multi Pack! Pull open the 
tab on this Dragamonz 3-pack to find everything you need to 
head straight into battle (for one player): three Dragamonz in-
egg, three matching dragon cards and 15 battle cards. Smash 
open the uniquely sculpted eggs to reveal the mystery 
Dragamonz figures hidden inside! Build your own dragon army 
and battle against your friends with the Dragamonz Trading 
Card Game! Unleash, build and battle your army of dragons 
with the Dragamonz Dragon Multi Pack!  

 
MSRP: $9.99 (USD) 
Age: 5+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 
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Dragamonz Ultimate Pack 

Are you ready to SMASH into the world of Dragamonz? The 
Ultimate Dragon 6-Pack comes with everything needed for the 
ultimate two-player battle right out of the pack: four 
Dragamonz in-egg, two Dragamonz out-of-egg, six dragon cards 
and 30 battle cards. Smash open the uniquely sculpted eggs to 
reveal the mystery Dragamonz figures hidden inside! With over 
70 Dragamonz to collect, including the coveted Rare Mystics 
and Legendary Mystics, build your very own powerful dragon 
army. Collect your favorite Dragamonz heroes, then summon 
your army, build your battle decks and battle against your 
friends with the Dragamonz Trading Card Game! Unleash the 
power of Dragamonz with the Ultimate Dragon Pack!  

 
MSRP: $17.99 (USD) 
Age: 5+ 
Availability: Fall 2019 
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